###### Significance

Biomolecules exhibit complex shape changing movements during function that are difficult to interpret at the atomic level of detail. The DynDom methodology attempts to describe conformational change in terms of relative movements of domains as quasi-rigid bodies. Here we extend the DynDom methodology by incorporating all six degrees of freedom that describe rigid body movements into the domain identification process. The new tool, DynDom6D, also determines interdomain bending regions. DynDom6D is a platform-independent implementation which can analyse biomolecules comprising protein, DNA and RNA, and employs an alignment method to automatically achieve the required equivalence of atoms in the two structures.

Biomolecules often comprise more than one folded chain, called subunits. Many of these multi-subunit biomolecules appear to have complex mechanisms, and early biochemical studies revealed an allosteric mechanism to be operating even in relatively small proteins such as the tetrameric haemoglobin. Larger biomolecules appear to have machinelike mechanisms. In aspartate transcarbamoylase (ATCase) \[[@b1-16_328]\], a 12-subunit enzyme comprising two catalytic trimers and three regulatory dimers, negative-feedback regulation occurs through a domain movement in the regulatory subunits induced by the binding of CTP, an end product of the biosynthetic pathway, which acts to cause conformational change within the catalytic trimers that switches off the catalytic process \[[@b2-16_328]\]. In F~0~F~1~-ATP synthase \[[@b3-16_328],[@b4-16_328]\], ATP is synthesised from ADP in a mechanism that involves domain movements in the β subunits in F~1~ being driven through rotation of the central γ-subunit which acts as a rotor shaft connecting the F~0~ motor to F~1~. In the 70S ribosome a ratchet-like movement between the 30S and 50S subunits occurs during mRNA and tRNA translocation \[[@b5-16_328]\]. These examples demonstrate how large multi-subunit biomolecules have moving parts and function very much like the machines we have built in our own macroscopic world.

At this current time cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) is emerging as a dominant method to determine structures of very large biomolecular complexes at atomic or near atomic resolution. Particularly promising is single-particle cryo-EM where a heterogeneous ensemble of structures at different states in the functional process is analysed to classify individual molecules according to conformation allowing determination of the structural changes that occur upon changes in state. This method has been applied to the ribosome by Loveland, A. B., *et al*. \[[@b6-16_328]\] to determine multiple structures in the process of codon recognition. These latest advances suggest that there will soon be a dramatic increase in the number of large structures deposited at the Protein Data Bank (PDB) that reveal the conformational changes that occur within a biomolecule as it goes through its functional cycle. Thus there will be an increasing need for methods to be developed to analyse these conformational changes.

If only one structure is available from experiment, simulation methods such as normal mode analysis \[[@b7-16_328]\] can be used to find possible alternative conformations which can then be analysed in order to understand the nature of the movements that are inherent to the biomolecule concerned \[[@b8-16_328]--[@b10-16_328]\].

It is often the case that conformational changes involve domain movements. Although the term "domain" can have different definitions within biochemistry, a particularly useful one in the context of conformational change, is a region that moves as a quasi-rigid body \[[@b11-16_328]\]. These so-called, "dynamic domains", may or may not correspond to other definitions, but if one is interested in conformational change, identification of these regions and the description of their relative movements should provide insight into mechanism. Such a description is coarse-grained allowing one to focus on the relevant movements of large parts of the biomolecule avoiding the overly detailed atomic-level description.

There have been a number of different approaches to determining domains. An early but limited approach used distance-difference maps \[[@b12-16_328]\]. A more promising approach using distance-difference maps is the Motion Tree method \[[@b13-16_328]\], which finds a hierarchy of "domains". An alternative to using distance-difference maps is to recognise domains from the difference in their rotational properties \[[@b11-16_328],[@b14-16_328],[@b15-16_328]\] or to search for regions that do not deform appreciably during the movement \[[@b16-16_328]\]. There is a similarity between the aims of these methods and those methods that attempt to superpose two structures allowing regions of the protein to flex \[[@b17-16_328],[@b18-16_328]\].

The original DynDom method \[[@b11-16_328]\] was tailored to analyse individual proteins chains, even if they were part of a larger multimeric molecule. DynDom3D \[[@b19-16_328]\] was developed from DynDom \[[@b11-16_328]\] in response to the requirement of analysing conformational change within large multimeric biomolecules. DynDom has at its heart a sliding window that selects overlapping main-chain segments and the rotation vector of each segment between the first and second structure is calculated. The components of the rotation vectors are treated as coordinates meaning that each segment has associated with it a point in a 3D "rotation space" (see [Fig. 1](#f1-16_328){ref-type="fig"}). Segments from domains that behave as rigid bodies will have colocated points and thus segments from domains that move as quasi-rigid bodies will have clusters of rotation points. These clusters were determined using the *k*-means clustering algorithm. A crucial feature of the method is the overlapping of segments which has a smoothing effect.

DynDom has an obvious limitation when used to analyse domain movements in chains that are part of a multimeric molecules. When applied to an individual main-chain within a multimeric molecule it is not able to analyse rotational transitions between different subunits that do not occur through the main-chain. To overcome this, in DynDom3D, the rotational analysis is performed on atoms within cubic blocks situated at grid points spanning the whole biomolecule \[[@b19-16_328]\] (see [Fig. 1](#f1-16_328){ref-type="fig"}). Thus in DynDom3D the grid length plays an analogous role to the distance between consecutive windows in DynDom, which is the distance between neighbouring residues in a protein. The block size is determined by an integer "block factor" which is an integer multiple of the grid length. Thus the block factor plays an analogous role to the window length in DynDom. As long as the block factor is greater than 1, the blocks overlap and the results are smoothed in a similar way to DynDom. DynDom3D was shown to be robust against changes in grid-length and block factor and was also able to reproduce the results of DynDom on individual chains.

One issue that concerns the basic methodology underlying both DynDom and DynDom3D is that domains are determined from the clustering of rotation vectors but other quantities, such as location of the axis and translation along the axis, which together contribute a further three parameters--- giving the required six to describe the movement of a rigid body---are not used. Thus disconnected regions that happen to rotate identically but about different axes, would be assigned to the same cluster even though they do not form a dynamic domain. To ameliorate this a very slow and memory hungry "connected-set" algorithm \[[@b19-16_328]\] was used to determine if the clusters corresponded to set of atoms forming a connected region. The main methodological advance of the work presented here is to use all six parameters in the domain recognition process which means we can avoid the use of the inefficient connected-set algorithm. The approach was already alluded to in the original DynDom paper, where it was stated, "*The search in the three-dimensional rotation space for clusters of rotation vectors can be generalized to the search in the six-dimensional space containing all the six parameters governing the rigid body motion of residues or main-chain segments. Such an implementation will overcome the possible problem caused if domains happen to have identical rotation vectors.*" Hinsen, K., *et al.* \[[@b15-16_328]\] did incorporate translational information into their method but here we present a unique method for doing this that is consistent with the overall DynDom approach. This is achieved through the use of Chasles' theorem \[[@b20-16_328]\] which is applied to determine the interdomain screw axes describing the relative domain movements in the original programs. We apply this theorem to the recognition of the dynamic domains themselves which means that all six degrees of freedom are used. This should lead to a program that is more sensitive in detecting differences between the rigid-body movements of the constituent parts of the biomolecule and also be considerably more efficient in both time and memory. In contrast to DynDom, DynDom3D did not analyse rotational transitions that are annotated as (hinge-) bending regions. These regions are of critical importance as they combine to control the domain movement \[[@b21-16_328]\] as has been clearly demonstrated for glutamine binding protein where the domain movement could be accurately reproduced even though only 11 (out of 226 in total) residues in the two hinge bending regions were allowed to flex \[[@b22-16_328]\]. Within the new methodology we also determine and annotate regions between neighbouring domains where a transition between the rigid-body movements occurs. This should lead to new insights into how the relative movement of domains is controlled allowing experts on the biomolecule concerned to focus on these regions.

Here we present a new standalone, platform-independent, implementation which we call "DynDom6D", that has the features described above and which also incorporates a pre-processor to automatically align the atoms within the two structures as currently done at the DynDom3D webserver \[[@b23-16_328]\]. In keeping with our original intention and in contrast to the current server and previous standalone program which only work on protein molecules, it also works for biomolecules comprising DNA and RNA molecules.

Methods
=======

Preliminary process
-------------------

The two structures are superposed using least-squares best fitting and therefore there needs to be a one-to-one correspondence between atoms in the two structures. The method used applies dynamic programming for sequence alignment and has been described in detail elsewhere \[[@b23-16_328]\]. It allows the submitted PDB files to contain multiple chains and/or models, as for example, is often the case for "biological units" from the PDB. The DynDom6D implementation also includes the ability to analyse RNA and DNA molecules. Given that some molecules are too large to be stored as PDB-formatted files, the new program is also able to read mmCIF-formatted files.

Sliding block on grid
---------------------

Given two structures, without any particular preference, one called "first" and the other "second", the second structure is superimposed on the first using an all-atom least-squares best-fit routine. The coordinate system is then changed to that of the principal axes of the first structure and a cubic grid, with cell length, *g*, is constructed on the first structure. Cubic blocks of length, *b*×*g*, where *b* is the integer block factor, are then placed at each grid point and the atoms within each block in the first structure are fitted to the equivalent set of atoms in the second structure. The fitting routine employs a quaternion-based method from which it is possible to directly determine the rotation vectors, *θ****n***, where *θ* is the angle of rotation and ***n*** is the unit vector in the direction of the axis of rotation. As long as *b*\>1, blocks will overlap which has a smoothing effect on the differences between the block derived quantities described below.

*k*-means clustering using all parameters from rigid-body movement
------------------------------------------------------------------

Up to this stage the main process is the same as for the original DynDom3D \[[@b19-16_328]\]. The key to the new approach presented here is the use of Chasles' theorem \[[@b20-16_328]\] to recognise regions of the biomolecule that move as quasi-rigid bodies. Chasles' theorem states that the movement of a rigid body between a start and end position ("position" implicitly meaning orientation as well) can be described by a screw movement about a unique axis. This means for a perfectly rigid body every block within it would have the same angle of rotation, *θ*, the same axis in terms of both its direction, ***n***, and location in space, and the same translation or climb along the axis, *h* ([Fig. 2](#f2-16_328){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the meaning of these quantities). Thus blocks that span a domain that moves as a *quasi*-rigid body will have *similar* values for *θ*, *h*, ***n***, and for the quantity that specifies the location of the axis. Rigid bodies undergoing different movements would therefore be distinguishable by the difference in these quantities. In the previous version of DynDom3D and DynDom only *θ****n*** was used for this purpose but here we use all these quantities. In practice, once ***n*** has been determined by the method described above, *h* can be determined and then a point on the screw axis fixing its location in space. The vector *θ****n*** specifies three of the six parameters, *h*, a further one, but a point on the axis fixing its location provides a further three. This brings the number to seven, one more than strictly needed. Once the direction of the axis has been fixed it would only require a further two to fix its location in space. One obvious way to do this would be to specify the point it crosses a plane. The problem with this is that a set of axes, which may cluster well in 3D space, may spread out dramatically on the selected plane. It would be preferable, therefore, to do the search for clusters of axis locations in the full 3D space. Our solution is to perform clustering on ***r****~i~*+***n****~i~τ*, *θ~i~****n****~i~*, and *h~i~*, combined orthogonally, where *i*=1,*N* (*N* being the total number of blocks) labels the result of the analysis described above on the *i*th block, ***r****~i~* denotes a position vector to any point on the straight line that represents the axis, and *τ* specifies a point on the line in the usual parametric equation of a straight line (see [Fig. 2](#f2-16_328){ref-type="fig"}). The ***r****~i~*+***n****~i~τ* are used for clustering of axes based on their location in space, the *θ~i~****n****~i~* are used to cluster rotation vectors as in the original DynDom method, and the *h~i~* are used to cluster movements based on translation along the screw axes. Combining these orthogonally, means that they all contribute to the process of clustering and therefore of identifying dynamic domains.

The *k*-means clustering algorithm is an iterative process that assigns points to the cluster whose mean they are closest to. The value *k* refers to the number of specified clusters. It requires the calculation of the mean of a set of points and the calculation of the distance between the mean and each point. Given a subset of blocks, *S~l~*, in cluster, *l*, it is clear how to calculate the means of *h~j~*, and *θ~j~****n****~j~*, where *jεS~l~*, but it is not immediately clear how to calculate a "mean point" that relates to the locations of a set of lines, ***r****~j~*+***n****~j~τ*. An approach is revealed by recalling a fundamental property of the mean; that is the point from which the sum of the squared distances to points in the set, is a minimum. Thus we find a point with position vector, ***R****~l~*, that minimises the sum of the squared *minimum* distances to the lines in the set. That is, for cluster *l* we would like to minimise:
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with respect to ***R****~l~*, where "×" indicates the vector or cross product. Given a coordinate system, and representing these quantities as column vectors, ***R****~l~*=(*X~l~Y~l~Z~l~*)*^t^*, ***r****~j~*=(*x~j~y~j~z~j~*)*^t^* and ***n****~j~*=(*n~xj~n~yj~n~zj~*)*^t^*, where *t* denotes the transpose, we can write [Eq. (1)](#fd1-16_328){ref-type="disp-formula"} in matrix form as:
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where, ***N****~l~*=∑~*jεS*~*l*~~ ***η****~j~*, ***P****~l~*=∑~*jεS*~*l*~~ ***η****~j~****r****~j~* and $Q_{l} = \sum_{jɛS_{l}}{\mathbf{r}_{j}^{t}\mathbf{\eta}_{j}\mathbf{r}_{j}}$, with
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***N****~l~* is a 3×3 symmetric matrix, ***P****~l~* a 3×1 matrix and *Q~l~* a scalar. The minimum value for *D~l~* with respect to variation in ***R****~l~* is found when,
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***R****~l~* provides three components of the mean point used for *k*-means clustering.

Denoting the means of *h~j~* and *θ~j~****n****~j~* in cluster *l*, as *h~l~* and *θ~l~****n****~l~*, respectively, the *k*-means clustering method implemented here aims to minimize the following expression through cluster membership, i.e. by varying *S~l~*, *l*=1,*k*,
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This shows the difference between this new version and previous versions, where for both DynDom and the original DynDom3D only the central term, \|*θ~j~****n****~j~*−*θ~l~****n****~l~*\|^2^, was used for clustering, i.e. for determination of dynamic domains. Here we have three different features contributing to the clustering.

We allow the user to use [Eq. (5)](#fd6-16_328){ref-type="disp-formula"} directly for *k*-means clustering, but we have also implemented a form of feature scaling before *k*-means is performed. In this scaled version the quantities for clustering, ***r****~i~*, *θ~i~****n****~i~* and *h~i~* are respectively substituted by the following scaled versions, for *i*=1,*N*:
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The particular *k*-means algorithm we use starts by assigning all blocks to one single cluster, then two clusters, then three, and so on until it reaches a stopping criterion or the pre-set value of *k*. We refer to these below as "levels" of clustering.

[Figure 3](#f3-16_328){ref-type="fig"} shows a hypothetical but numerically correct 2D example which illustrates how DynDom6D would improve on DynDom3D. In this example the clusters are distinguished by axis locations not by their associated rotation vectors.

From clusters of blocks to clusters of atoms or residues
--------------------------------------------------------

Some blocks near the surface of the molecule may have low occupancy; that is they contain very few atoms and are removed as they are likely to contribute noise. They are removed based on a threshold parameter, *occ*. If *N~max~* is the number of atoms in the block containing the most atoms, then blocks with fewer atoms than *occ*×*N~max~* are removed. Blocks are assigned to clusters but we need to assign groups of atoms or residues to domains. As in general blocks overlap, a residue/atom can be situated within a number of different blocks, each of which will be assigned to a cluster. We assign a residue/atom to a cluster based on a voting procedure according to the cluster assignment of the blocks that the residue/atom is situated within. In the previous version of DynDom3D, if *v~l~* is the number of votes a residue/atom receives for cluster *l*, then the cluster it would be assigned to, *l~max~*, would be given by $\underset{l}{\text{max}}\, v_{l}$. However, here, if the condition $\frac{v_{l_{max}}}{\sum_{l}v_{l}} < bend$ is satisfied, where *bend* is a threshold parameter, the residue/atom will be assigned to a bending region, otherwise the residue/atom will be assigned to cluster, *l~max~*. We suggest that a value of 0.51 is a good value for *bend* as it would mean that the residue/atom would need to have at least 51% of the votes for it to be assigned to a domain.

Definition of domain and domain-movement pair
---------------------------------------------

A critical threshold parameter is the minimum domain size, *mindom*, specified as the number of atoms. If the number of atoms assigned to a particular cluster is more than *mindom* then it is called a "domain". In contrast to the previous DynDom versions we do not test whether two domains are in contact in order to pass them on to the next stage which is to analyse their relative movement. This saves a considerable amount of time and also allows one to understand the relative movement of domains that are not connected, which in some circumstances could be of interest. A pair of domains (not including the bending regions) with the ratio of inter-domain displacement to intra-domain displacement greater than the threshold parameter *ratio*, set at 1.0, is called a "domain-movement pair". The precise expression for *ratio* is given in the original DynDom paper \[[@b11-16_328]\]. All domain pairs are recorded at every level of clustering.

Termination of the clustering routine
-------------------------------------

In DynDom6D the maximum value for *k* is set very high (100), as reasonable stopping criteria prevent it reaching this value. The main aim of the program is to find the largest number of domain-movement pairs. We have found that if a cluster is created that has fewer atoms than *mindom* then this is a good clustering level to stop at as it is unlikely to proceed to find any more domains after this. Thus clustering stops when a cluster is found that has fewer atoms than *mindom* or the maximum value of *k* is exceeded, the latter being very unlikely if reasonable parameter settings are used.

Determination of screw axes
---------------------------

The method to determine the interdomain screw axis for each domain movement pair is the same as for the original DynDom3D and DynDom. It fixes one domain of a domain-movement pair in space and then analyses the movement of the other domain as a rigid body undergoing a screw movement in accordance with Chasles' theorem. The screw axis, the angle of rotation and the translation along the axis are determined. This is done for all domain-movement pairs.

Output
------

The program outputs a PyMOL script ([www.pymol.org](www.pymol.org)) for display of the two structures with PyMOL. The domains are coloured for identification and screw axes are depicted as arrow molecules. The shaft of the arrow has the colour of the fixed domain and the colour of the tip of the arrow has the colour of the moving domain. This colouring scheme allows one to identify axes with domain movement pairs. The two input structures are different PDB Models allowing one to animate the difference. A text file is also output which contains details of each domain movement such as angle of rotation, translation along the axis, etc.

Implementation
--------------

DynDom6D has been implemented as a standalone Java application. In creating this tool we have made use of a number of open source programs. In particular we have used the Biojava program for reading mmCIF files.

Results
=======

Input control for DynDom6D
--------------------------

[Figure 4](#f4-16_328){ref-type="fig"} shows the input panel for DynDom6D indicating the parameters that can be set such as the grid length *g*, the block factor *b*, the occupancy, *occ*, the minimum domain size *mindom*, the bending threshold *bend* and whether one wants to use feature scaling as given in [Eq. (6)](#fd7-16_328){ref-type="disp-formula"}. There is also an option to assign individual atoms to domains and bending regions or all the atoms within a residue to a domain or bending region. The default values for *g*, *b*, *occ*, *mindom* and *bend* are 4 Å, 2, 0.4, 200 atoms, and 0.51 respectively. Although for DynDom3D a value for *occ* of 0.6 was used as a default it was found here that a value of 0.4 worked better. There are two output options. The "ANY domain pair meets ratio" option outputs the result at the clustering level prior to the exit level (when it finds a cluster with fewer atoms than the minimum domain size) irrespective of whether all domain pairs form domain-movement pairs. The "ALL domain pairs meet ratio", outputs the result at the deepest level of clustering for which all the domain pairs are domain-movement pairs. The latter is optimal but if this condition is not satisfied then one gets a null result. For the examples below feature scaling was selected and the "ALL domain pairs meet ratio" condition was selected and satisfied.

Citrate synthase
----------------

The enzyme citrate synthase catalyses the Claisen condensation reaction between acetyl-coenzyme A and oxaloacetate yielding citrate and co-enzyme A. It has a clear domain movement and was the first enzyme to which the original DynDom was applied \[[@b11-16_328]\]. [Figure 5](#f5-16_328){ref-type="fig"} shows the DynDom6D result with default parameter settings applied to the open-free and closed ligand-bound structures. This presents a good test of the method as the result on citrate synthase is well-characterised by DynDom with the β-hairpin emanating from the large-domain forming a hinged-loop \[[@b21-16_328]\] with the axis passing between the bending regions on the N- and C-terminal regions of the hairpin. For comparison we show the backbone trace as a cartoon for both DynDom and DynDom6D. Although there are some differences, overall there is a good correspondence between the two results with the β-hairpin indicated in DynDom6D as being part of the small domain and its N- and C-termini indicated as bending regions with the hinge axis passing between them.

Aspartate transcarbamoylase
---------------------------

As referred to in the Introduction ATCase is a complex enzyme that exhibits an allosteric mechanism. We have analysed the phosphonoacetamide- and malonate-liganded R-state \[[@b25-16_328]\] (PDB: 1AT1) and the CTP-liganded T-state \[[@b24-16_328]\] (PDB: 1RAA) of *E-Coli* ATCase with DynDom6D. We needed to increase the grid length and the block factor to get a result; we used a grid length of 6.0 Å and a block factor of 5. [Figure 6](#f6-16_328){ref-type="fig"} shows the result. There are 5 domains forming 10 domain-movement pairs. There is a symmetry in the axes that is a reflection of the symmetry in the molecule itself. Of particular interest is the relative rotation and translation of the catalytic trimers relative to each other. The 10.7° rotation is accompanied by a 10.5 Å translation along the screw axis which moves the two catalytic trimers from close proximity in the T state to a more separated conformation in the R state. This axis is situated close to the 3-fold axis of symmetry of the molecule.

F~0~F~1~-ATP synthase
---------------------

We analysed the structures of bovine heart mitochondria ATP synthase determined using cryo-EM \[[@b26-16_328]\]. The structures were classified into states: 1, 2 and 3 within which subclasses were identified resulting in states 1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3a, and 3b. The three main states 1, 2 and 3 are distinguished by a 120° rotation of the central rotor shaft. Here we elected to analyse the movement between states 1a and 2a (PDB: 5ARA and PDB: 5ARH, respectively). Default parameter settings were used. The result is shown in [Figure 7](#f7-16_328){ref-type="fig"}. The red domain comprising F~0~ and the rotor shaft rotates 131° relative to the blue domain comprising F~1~ and the stator.

Ribosome
--------

We analysed the structures of the *E-Coli* 70S ribosome, structure II (PDB: 5UYL) and structure III (PDB: 5UYM) determined using cryo-EM by Loveland, A. B., *et al.* \[[@b6-16_328]\]. In Structure II, the anticodon base-pairs with the codon, with Elongation Factor Tu (EF-Tu) being distant from the 50S subunit. In structure III, the anticodon base-pairs with the codon, and EF-Tu contacts the sarcin ricin loop of the 50S subunit. We used a grid length of 8 Å and a block factor of 4. [Figure 8](#f8-16_328){ref-type="fig"} shows the result. There are just two domains. The red domain rotates by an angle of 4.8° relative to the blue. The green region between the blue and red domains runs along part of the border between the 30S and 50S subunits.

Discussion
==========

Here we present, DynDom6D, an implementation of the DynDom approach that brings it to a logical conclusion. The DynDom approach is that if domains move as rigid bodies then they should be identifiable from the differences in the parameters that describe these movements. These domains, which are naturally quasi-rigid and parts thereof form clusters in the parameter space, should be linked by bending regions which would also form links in this parameter space. The DynDom approach attempts to interpret the parameter space according to this model. The name of the software tool, "DynDom6D" alludes to the ability to distinguish dynamic domains using all six parameters that govern rigid body movements. In DynDom3D, where the 3D sliding block was introduced, only the three components of the rotation vectors were used for dynamic domain identification. In the original DynDom (DynDom1D), a 1-D sliding window was used although clustering was also performed in the 3D rotation space. The main improvement of DynDom6D over DynDom3D is that it also uses axis location data and axial climb data in the clustering process. To achieve this we used Chasles' theorem and developed a method for clustering lines in 3D space for use in the *k*-means clustering algorithm. We have illustrated how this works and how DynDom3D would fail in some cases to identify dynamic domains when they rotate similarly but about axes that are not co-located. Although we were aware of this problem in the development of DynDom and DynDom3D and attempted to ameliorate it by using a connected-set routine to make sure the domains identified comprised a set of connected atoms, there are certain scenarios where this could fail to identify the correct dynamic domains. A further advantage is that by circumventing use of a connected-set routine it is much faster, completing the analysis of the movement in the ribosome in a few minutes rather than many hours using DynDom3D. Another advantage of avoiding the use of a connected-set routine is that it does not require a contact distance parameter and as such it can be used on structures with missing atoms or structures that derive from coarse-grained simulation methods such as elastic network models where only C^α^ atoms may be used. DynDom6D offers a further significant improvement over DynDom3D in being able to determine interdomain bending regions which help control the domain movements. The method used is quite different to DynDom so the results differ somewhat. As we do not use a connected-set routine in DynDom6D it is possible that due to noise, parts of a single dynamic domain are disconnected from the main body of the domain. These are often located on the surface of the biomolecule. These regions might then be converted to bending regions in the voting part of the algorithm. Thus small isolated regions of colour green or regions with a different colour to the surrounding parts should be regarded as the effect of noise.

Default parameters work well for many examples but not all. It is clear that larger molecules perform better with a larger grid size and/or block factor, and molecules with thin regions separated from the main body of the biomolecule might work better with a lower occupancy threshold. More testing is required to understand how these parameters affect results but generally there is a robustness against variation in parameter values.

We have applied DynDom6D to the citrate synthase protomer, ATCase, F~0~F~1~-ATP synthase, and the ribosome. The results are encouraging in that application of DynDom6D results in a very large and complex set of atomic displacements being reduced to something much easier to understand. The result on ATCase is of particular note as the movement obviously reflects the symmetry present in the molecule itself. It is expected that application of DynDom6D will lead to new insights into biomolecular mechanism.
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![Schematic for the process of dynamic domain determination. (A) In DynDom main-chain segments (short curved lines) are selected by a sliding window. In DynDom3D and DynDom6D regions are selected by blocks (large bold squares) that move on a grid spanning the whole biomolecule. Indicated are two segments/blocks *a* and *b* within two different regions of the biomolecule which have a different rigid body movement in going from conformation 1 to conformation 2. (B) The rotations of atoms within the segments/blocks are analysed. Segment/block *a* rotates by an angle of *θ~a~* about an axis that has a direction given by the unit vector ***n****~a~* and segment/block *b* rotates by an angle of *θ~b~* about an axis that has a direction given by the unit vector ***n****~b~*. (C) Left: Rotation vectors for segments/blocks *a* and *b*. Right: End points of the rotation vectors are indicated in a "rotation space". Neighbouring blocks/segments that have similar rotational properties will have points that cluster in the rotation space indicating dynamic domains within the biomolecule.](16_328f1){#f1-16_328}

![Schematic showing the meaning of the quantities ***r***+***n****τ*, *θ*, and *h* in the movement of a rigid body as a screw about an axis. ***r*** is the position vector from the origin to a point on the axis, ***n*** is the unit vector in the direction of the axis given by the right-hand rule, *τ* a parameter that determines a point on the line representing the screw axis, *θ* is the angle of rotation, and *h* is the climb along the axis.](16_328f2){#f2-16_328}

![Hypothetical, but numerically correct 2D example that illustrates what might happen if dynamic domains are distinguishable from axis locations but not rotation vectors. To create this example, sixteen axes and rotation vectors in 2D were randomly generated such that the rotation vectors are similar and do not form clear clusters, but axis locations form two distinct clusters. (A) Rotation points (open circles). (B) Lines indicating corresponding axes. The filled circles show the two mean points determined by setting *k*=2 in the *k*-means clustering algorithm performed using the first two terms of [Eq. (5)](#fd6-16_328){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Rotation points and axes belonging to the two different clusters identified are coloured black and red. In (A) the rotation points from the two clusters do not show a clear separation, whereas in (B) the clear separation of the axis locations determines the clusters. Clustering on the rotation points alone would not have produced the same result and the two distinct dynamic domains indicated by the two separate clusters of axes would not have been correctly identified. The mean points in (B) have the minimum sum of the squared minimum distances to the lines of the same colour.](16_328f3){#f3-16_328}

![Input panel for DynDom6D showing the various parameter settings and options.](16_328f4){#f4-16_328}

![Comparison of DynDom6D result with the original DynDom result for the transition between the open ligand-free structure (PDB: 1CTS) to the closed citrate and co-enzyme A-bound structure (PDB: 2CTS). The structure shown is the open ligand-free structure (PDB: 1CTS) where the large domain is coloured blue, the small domain red, and bending regions, green. (A) DynDom result. (B) DynDom6D result.](16_328f5){#f5-16_328}

![Face and side views of DynDom6D result on ATCase (PDB: 1AT1 vs PDB: 1RAA) where all ten domain pairs identified satisfy the *ratio* criterion, that is they are all domain-movement pairs. The three regulatory dimers form three separate domains coloured violet, cyan and yellow. The two catalytic trimers form two domains coloured blue and red. Green indicates interdomain bending regions. The relative rotation in a domain-movement pair is indicated by colour: the colour of the shaft of an axis indicates the domain fixed in space, and the colour of the separated tip of the axis indicates the moving domain. The direction of rotation is given by the right-hand rule. The structure shown is the R-state (PDB: 1AT1). There is a symmetry in the axes that is a reflection of the symmetry in the molecule itself.](16_328f6){#f6-16_328}

![Result of DynDom6D applied to F~0~F~1~-ATP synthase (PDB: 5ARA vs PDB: 5ARH). The structure shown is state 2a (PDB: 5ARH). The red domain comprising F~0~ and the rotor shaft rotates 131° relative to the blue domain comprising F~1~ and the stator.](16_328f7){#f7-16_328}

![Result of DynDom6D applied to the E-Coli 70S ribosome structures (PDB: 5UYM vs PDB: 5UYL). The red domain forms part of the 30S subunit and the blue domain the 50S subunit and part of the 30S subunit. The structure shown is structure III (PDB: 5UYM).](16_328f8){#f8-16_328}
